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a b s t r a c t 

The combination of Ce6, an acknowledged photosensitizer, and TPL, a natural anticancer 

agent, has been demonstrated as a useful strategy to reinforce the tumor growth 

suppression, as well as decrease the systemic side effects compared with their 

monotherapy. However, in view of the optimal chemo-photodynamic combination 

efficiency, there is still short of the feasible nanovehicle to steadily co-deliver Ce6 and 

TPL, and stimuli-responsively burst release drugs in tumor site. Herein, we described 

the synergistic antitumor performance of a pH-sensitive supramolecular nanosystem, 

mediated by the host–guest complexing between β-CD and acid pH-responsive amphiphilic 

co-polymer mPEG-PBAE-mPEG, showing the shell–core structural micelles with the tight β- 

CD layer coating. Both Ce6 and TPL were facilely co-loaded into the spherical supramolecular 

NPs (TPL + Ce6/NPs) by one-step nanoprecipitation method, with an ideal particle size 

(156.0 nm), acid pH-responsive drug release profile, and enhanced cellular internalization 

capacity. In view of the combination benefit of photodynamic therapy and chemotherapy, as 

well as co-encapsulation in the fabricated pH-sensitive supramolecular NPs, TPL + Ce6/NPs 

exhibited significant efficacy to suppress cellular proliferation, boost ROS level, lower MMP, 

and promote cellular apoptosis in vitro . Particularly, fluorescence imaging revealed that 

TPL + Ce6/NPs preferentially accumulated in the tumor tissue area, with higher intensity 

than that of free Ce6. As expected, upon 650-nm laser irradiation, TPL + Ce6/NPs exhibited 

a cascade of amplified synergistic chemo-photodynamic therapeutic benefits to suppress 

tumor progression in both hepatoma H22 tumor-bearing mice and B16 tumor-bearing mice. 

More importantly, lower systemic toxicity was found in the tumor-bearing mice treated with 
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TPL + Ce6/NPs. Overall, the designed supramolecular TPL + Ce6/NPs provided a promising 

alternative approach for chemo-photodynamic therapy in tumor treatment. 

© 2022 Shenyang Pharmaceutical University. Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Bioactive natural products have become an indispensable
source of modern medicines. TPL, a diterpenoid triepoxide
isolated from Chinese herbal medicine Tripterygium wilfordii
Hook F, possesses a myriad of pharmacological activities,
including a powerful immunosuppressant effect on
autoimmune disorders and potent anticancer activity [1 ,2] . In
particular, many studies have demonstrated that TPL exhibits
superior antiproliferative and antimetastatic effects against
cancer cells, suppresses cancer-associated fibroblasts, and
modulates immune microenvironment [3] . Being similar
to some conventional small molecules like doxorubicin
and paclitaxel, TPL also exhibits significant anticancer
efficacy based on the previous studies. Various potential
anticancer mechanisms of TPL have been revealed, including
autophagy activation, cell cycle arrest, caspase-dependent cell
death, anti-angiogenesis, and interference with epithelial–
mesenchymal transition and metastasis [4 ,5] . Unfortunately,
TPL exhibits remarkable biological activity, as well as
server systemic toxicity and a narrow therapeutic window.
Minnelide, an analog of TPL with better water solubility, has
been clinically investigated for solid tumors, but a recent
clinical trial has failed because of safety limitations [6] .
Recently, combination therapy has become a routine strategy
in cancer chemotherapy, with significant advantages over
monotherapy, including lower therapeutic failure probability
and slower development of drug resistance [7] . Likewise,
the combination chemotherapeutic drugs with TPL could
sensitize cancer cells to several chemotherapeutic drugs, such
as doxorubicin, paclitaxel, cisplatin, and celastrol, with the
synergistic anticancer efficacy [8–11] . However, considering
intrinsic potential systemic toxicity of these cytotoxic agents,
the combination therapy of chemotherapeutic agents would
result in the superimposed side effects on the whole body
[12-16] . Therefore, a novel combination therapy with high
therapeutic outcome and low side-effect risk is still to be
proposed. 

Recently, PDT has attracted widespread attention for
treatment of solid cancers because of its noninvasiveness
and high tissue selectivity [17 ,18] . Based on the production
of 1 O 2 and ROS, resulting from the photosensitizer under
laser irradiation, significant anticancer effects of PDT
could be achieved [19 ,20] . However, the utilization of PDT
still faces some challenges, such as insufficient tumor
ablation capacity against deep tumors and the occurrence
of peripheral tissue damage. Many attempts of using
PDT combined with chemotherapy have been made to
overcome the therapeutic drawbacks and adverse effects
of monotherapy [21–27] . Therefore, TPL combined with Ce6,
an acknowledged photosensitizer, could be a viable and
effective strategy for cancer treatment. However, taking
the different pharmacokinetic characteristics and cancer
cellular internalization capacity of multiple agents into
consideration, a variety of nanoscaled vehicles have been
employed to co-load these combination agents, so as to
enhance tumor accumulation, synchronous delivery, and
even the specific release of the combination agents in
response to kinds of stimuli. Yu et al. designed photoactivable
liposomes incorporating Ce6 and TPL to facilitate their
combination, showing the enhanced antitumor effect both
in vitro and in vivo on a patient-derived tumor xenograft of
HCC [28] . However, reversible lipid peroxides-dependent drug
release, attributed to the reaction between allylic hydrogens
in egg yolk lecithin and ROS generated by Ce6, would also
be attenuated because of the weakness of laser penetration
in this system. Thus, a novel stimuli-responsive nanocarrier
with a more precise drug release profile is desired for the
combination of PDT and chemotherapeutic benefit of TPL
[29 ,30] . 

Among multiple endogenous distinctive characteristics of
tumor microenvironment, acidic pH environment in tumor
extracellular tissue (pH ∼6.5) and endosomes/lysosomes of
cancer cells (pH 4.0–6.0), compared with pH 7.4 in normal
tissues, has been commonly utilized to develop pH-responsive
nanosystems, to promote the specific drug release behavior
in tumor sites [31-33] . In previous studies, numerous pH-
sensitive nanocarriers have been developed based on the
PBAEs co-polymer, which show strong “proton-sponge” effect
and water solubility transformation in response to acidic
pH value. We fabricated pH-responsive micelles composed
by the self-assembly of PEG-PBAE co-polymer to achieve
rapid drug release in tumor site [34–36] . However, relying
on the critical CMC value, the stability of micelles during
the blood circulation commonly confronts a big challenge,
because they are prone to disassociation and premature
release of the encapsulated payloads before reaching the
tumor site. Although some strategies to lower the CMC value
of amphiphilic block co-polymers have been suggested, this
issue still urgently needs to be properly addressed [37 ,38] . 

Currently, supramolecular polymer micelles based on the
host–guest interaction, with the high physical stability and
strong inclusiveness, have received considerable interest;
in these micelles, CDs have been extensively used to
form inclusion complexes with linear polymers such as
PEG [39-41] . Such encapsulation of co-polymer into CDs
may increase the drug loading capacity and the stability
of micellar structure [42] . As a proof of concept, we
herein developed well-defined pH-responsive supramolecular
micelles, based on the host–guest interactions between β-
CD and PEG segment of mPEG-PBAE-mPEG co-polymer, to
co-encapsulate TPL and Ce6 (TPL + Ce6/NPs). As shown in
Fig. 1 A, based on the self-assembly of mPEG-PBAE-mPEG,
both TPL and Ce6 were co-loaded into flower-like micelles,

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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Fig. 1 – (A) Schematic representation of self-assembly of supramolecular TPL + Ce6/NPs and dual-synergistic combination 

therapy of chemotherapy and PDT. Synthetic route (B) and 

1 H NMR spectrum (C) of mPEG-PBAE-mPEG. 
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n which PEG and PBAE act as the hydrophilic shell and 

he hydrophobic core, respectively. Nevertheless, mediated by 
he PEG’s insertion into the hydrophobic internal cavity of 
-CDs, a tight β-CD layer was embedded on the surface of 
PEG-PBAE-mPEG micelles, which could effectively prevent 

he premature drug leakage. After the co-delivery of TPL 
nd Ce6 into tumor tissue by EPR effects of NPs, the 
oaded payloads could be intelligently boosted in tumor 
cidic environments. In that way, the synergistic anticancer 
utcomes, resulting from TPL-initiated chemotherapy in 

ombination with PDT by the laser activation of Ce6, could 

e achieved. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt 
o fabricate supramolecular pH-responsive micelles for the 
ombination of PDT and chemotherapy, exhibiting high 

icellar stability and pH-triggered intracellular drug release 
nd efficient suppression capacity for tumor growth and 

etastasis. Such a nanosystem may be an efficient strategy 
o overcome a series of obstacles in chemo-photodynamic 
herapy. 

. Materials and methods 

.1. Materials 

riptolide (TPL) was purchased from Chengdu DeSiTe 
iological Technology Co., Ltd (Chengdu, China). Chlorin 

6 (Ce6), HDD, TDP and β-CD was obtained from Shanghai 
acklin Biochemical Co., Ltd (Shanghai, China). Hoechst 

3,342 was purchased from Suzhou Yuheng Biotechnology 
o., Ltd. (Suzhou, China). Cell culture medium and FBS were 
btained from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA, USA). BCA protein 
uantitative detection kit and Annexin V-FITC/PI apoptosis 
it was supplied by MultiScience (Lianke) Biotech Co., Ltd.

Hangzhou, China). Ki67, Bax, CD31, and VEFG were purchased 

rom Wuhan Servicebio Technology Co., Ltd (Wuhan, China) 
aspase 3, caspase 9, and PARP were obtained from Abcam 

Abcam, Cambridge, UK). Other organic solvents or reagents 
ere of analytic grade. HepG2 cells, B16 cells and H22 cells 
ere purchased from Boster Biological Technology co.ltd 

California, US). BALB/c nude mice (4 weeks old; 14–16 g) 
ere purchased from SPF Biotechnology Co., Ltd. (Beijing,
hina). 

.2. Synthesis and characterization of mPEG-PBAE-mPEG 

riblock co-polymer 

ive grams of 2 mmol methoxy PEG were placed into a 
wo-neck flask, followed by heating under vacuum for 1.5 h 

t 90 °C. Subsequently, anhydrous toluene (25 ml), 6 mmol 
cryloyl chloride (0.49 ml), and 18 mmol TEA (2.5 ml) were 
dded dropwise. The reaction was conducted at 45 °C for 
5 h. After the insoluble triethylamine hydrochloride salt was 
emoved by filtration, the acrylated mPEG was formed in ether 
olution via precipitation and then oven-dried. 

The mPEG-PBAE-mPEG triblock co-polymer was prepared 

sing the mPEG-A, HDD, and TDP via Michael-type step 

olymerization. The mPEG-A, HDD, and TDP were dissolved 

n chloroform. The reaction was performed for 24 h at 55 °C 

nder N 2 . The mPEG-PBAE-mPEG triblock co-polymer was 
btained and purified after precipitation with diethyl ether,
ollowed by vacuum drying. 1 H NMR was used to assess the 
tructure of mPEG-PBAE-mPEG triblock co-polymer, and the 
olecular weight was determined by GPC [43] . 
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2.3. Synthesis and characterization of TPL + Ce6/NPs 

TPL + Ce6/NPs were prepared by a simple nanoprecipitation
method via self-assembly processes in aqueous solution.
In typical procedures, 30 mg of β-CD was first dissolved in
water. Then, 4.2 mg of Ce6, 0.7 mg of TPL, and 15 mg of mPEG-
PBAE-mPEG triblock co-polymer were co-dissolved in THF,
and then mixed with water containing β-CD. After stirring
for 2 h at ambient temperature, the mixture was evaporated
for 10 min by a rotary evaporator to remove THF. After we
removed the residual THF in NPs suspension, these unloaded
drugs in suspension were removed by ultra-high speed
centrifugation. The suspension was firstly centrifuged at 13
500 rpm for 40 min. And supernatant was discarded and the
sediment was collected. Finally, TPL + Ce6/NPs were obtained
by resuspending the sediment with water. The concentrations
of TPL and Ce6 were measured by HPLC (mobile phases = water
and methanol (53:46, v/v) and water and methanol
(10:90, v/v); measurement wavelengths = 220 and 450 nm,
respectively). 

2.4. pH-responsive ability of TPL + Ce6/NPs 

After dispersing TPL + Ce6/NPs in PBS for more than 12 h at pH
5.8 with stirring at 100 rpm. The particle size was determined
using a Zetasizer Nano ZS90 at the specified time points (0, 2,
4, 8, and 12 h). 

2.5. Drug release from TPL + Ce6/NPs 

Two milliliters of TPL + Ce6/NPs suspension were placed in
a dialysis bag (cutoff MW, 5000) containing 50 ml of PBS
(pH 5.8 or 7.4) and then dialyzed at 37 °C, 120 rpm in the
oscillating incubator. One milliliter of samples was collected
at each time interval, and an equal volume of dialysis
medium was replenished. The drug release was used by
the HPLC method, and the cumulative drug release was
calculated. 

2.6. Detections of pdt efficiencies of TPL + Ce6/NPs 

Briefly, 25 μl of 50 μM SOSG was added into the solutions of
free TPL, free Ce6, and TPL + Ce6/NPs, followed by 650-nm laser
irradiation at 0.63 W/cm 

2 for different time periods. The TPL
and Ce6 concentrations were 40 and 180 μg/ml, respectively.
Subsequently, oxidized SOSG was detected by a fluorescence
spectrophotometer. The blank aqueous solution was used as
a negative control. 

2.7. Intracellular ROS measurement 

HepG2 cells (2.0 × 10 5 cells/ml) were grown in a 24-well plate
overnight. After incubated with different NPs formulations
containing 54 nM of Ce6, the HepG2 cells were subjected to
a 650 nm laser irradiation at 0.63 W/cm 

2 for 6 min. Next, the
cells were incubated for 4 h, and the media were discarded,
followed by 20 μM DCFH-DA staining for 20 min. Quantitative
analysis of intracellular DCF was conducted using the flow
cytometer. 
2.8. In vitro cytotoxicity efficacy 

The cytotoxicity assays were assessed in HepG2 cells, B16
cells and H22 cells using the CCK-8 kit. HepG2 cells (6.0 × 10 4

cells/ml) were grown in a 96-well plate and exposed to the
NPs for 48 h. Free TPL (5–160 nM), free Ce6 (13.5–432 nM), free
Ce6 + TPL and TPL + Ce6/NPs (with the molar ratio of TPL/ Ce6
at 1/2.7) at a series of concentrations were used to incubate
with cells. Next, the cells were subjected to the 650-nm laser
irradiation at 0.63 W/cm 

2 for 5 min. B16 cells and H22 cells
were treated in the same way. The CI value was used to
evaluate the synergism of TPL and Ce6 co-treatment. 

2.9. Mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP) and cell 
apoptosis assays 

Free TPL, free Ce6, free Ce6 + TPL and TPL + Ce6/NPs (20 nM
TPL and 54 nM Ce6) were added into Hepg2 cells. The
untreated cells were employed as negative controls. Next, the
HepG2 cells were subjected to the 650 nm laser irradiation
at 0.63 W/cm 

2 for 5 min. After treatment for 48 h, the cells
were incubated with JC-1 reagent for 20 min and stained
with Annexin V-FITC and PI according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Finally, the cells were measured by flow
cytometry. 

2.10. Cellular uptake in vitro 

The uptake of TPL + Ce6/NPs by HepG2 cells was evaluated
using the flow cytometry and confocal microscopy. Typically,
HepG2 cells were grown in a 24-well plate overnight.
Thereafter, the cells were exposed to TPL + Ce6/NPs, free
TPL, or free Ce6 (54 nM Ce6) for 1 h, 2 h, 4 h and 8 h.
CLSM was used to determine the intracellular localization
and cellular internalization of TPL + Ce6/NPs. After staining
with Hoechst (blue fluorescence) and phalloidin (green
fluorescence) conjugates, the cells were visualized using
CLSM. 

2.11. Tumor accumulation imaging in vivo 

Tumor-bearing mouse model was constructed by
subcutaneously injecting H22 cells in 100 μl 50% Matrigel-
containing PBS to the right axilla of nude mice (The
certification of animal experiment ethics: permit
CDU2019S121). The mice were assigned randomly to two
groups and injection of free Ce6 and TPL + Ce6/NPs via the
tail vein, respectively (an equal Ce6 amount of 4 mg/kg). IVIS
Lumina Series imaging system was used to obtain images
at a series of time points, including 1, 3, 6, 8, 12 and 24
post-injections. Finally, the tumors were collected from the
sacrificed mice. 

2.12. In vivo chemo-photodynamic therapy 

Tumor xenograft model was established with H22 cells. The
H22 xenograft tumor-bearing mice were divided into six
groups (6 mice per group): untreated control (Saline), DOX,
free TPL, free TPL + Ce6, TPL/NPs, and TPL + Ce6/NPs with
irradiation. These groups were given every other day via
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ail vein injection, with TPL dose of 0.3 mg/kg and Ce6 dose 
f 4 mg/kg. After 3 h and 12 h post-injection, the mice in 

he irradiation groups were subjected to the 650 nm laser 
rradiation at 0.63 W/cm 

2 for 6 min. On completion of 14- 
 treatment, blood specimens were withdrawn from the 
acrificed mice via eye puncture. The tumor and the main 

rgans (including lung, heart, kidney, liver, and spleen) were 
solated, and body weight and tumor measurements were 
btained. 

Moreover, B16 cells were used to establish another tumor 
enograft model. B16 xenograft tumor-bearing mice were 
ssigned randomly into seven groups (6 mice per group): 
ontrol (Saline), DOX, free TPL, free Ce6 with irradiation, free 
PL + Ce6, TPL/NPs, and TPL + Ce6/NPs with irradiation. The 
xperimental method was consistent with that used for H22 
enograft tumor-bearing mice. 

Subsequently, H&E, Ki67, Bax, CD31, and VEGF staining 
rocedures were performed to further evaluate the tumor 

nhibition, apoptosis, and angiogenesis suppression efficacy.
urthermore, the levels of AST, ALT, BUN, and Cr were 
etermined by blood biochemical analyzer. Moreover, the 
rotein expression levels of caspase 3, caspase 9, and PARP in 

umors were determined using western blot analysis (1:1000 
ilution). The Pierce ECL assay (Thermo, Rockford, IL, USA) was 
sed to examine the protein bands. The relative expression 

evels of the proteins were analyzed by ImageJ software. 

.13. Statistical analysis 

ll data were presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD) 
f three independent assays. Statistical difference between 

xperimental results was assessed by one-way ANOVA. A P - 
alue lower than 0.05 was considered statistically significant. 

. Results and discussion 

.1. Preparation and characterization of 
PEG-PBAE-mPEG triblock co-polymer 

BAEs are common pH-responsive biodegradable polymers.
anocarriers prepared by co-polymer of PEG and PBAE 

howed an obvious response to the changes of pH and 

ere further used for drug delivery. The mPEG-PBAE-mPEG 

riblock co-polymer was synthesized by Michael-addition step 

olymerization of mPEG, HDD, and TDP, following a procedure 
imilar to that reported in the literature [44] . The synthesis 
oute is shown in Fig. 1 B. The triblock co-polymer was verified 

y 1 H NMR spectrum ( Fig. 1 C), where the proton signals 
ere recognized. The signal resonances at 2.46 ppm (f) and 

.79 ppm (g) were considered to correspond to protons of the 
ewly formed methylene (-CH2) groups between the tertiary 
mine (NH3) and the esters (-COO). Intense peaks disappeared 

t 6 ppm (K’ + J’), representing the complete conversion of 
he diacrylate monomers (CH 2 = CHCOOR). Altogether, these 
esults verified the successful synthesis of the polymer.
he molecular weight of mPEG-PBAE-mPEG co-polymer 
as evaluated by GPC analysis (Fig. S1 in supplementary 
aterials). The Mn of the co-polymer was 7.1 × 10 3 Da, and the 

ispersity index (Mw/Mn) was 1.12. 
.2. Synthesis and characterization of TPL + Ce6/NPs 

PL + Ce6/NPs showed a diameter of 156.0 nm ( Fig. 2 A), with
 zeta potential of −13.2 mV. The loading capacity of TPL 
r Ce6 in TPL + Ce6/NPs were determined as 1.31% ±0.01% 

nd 6.77% ±0.25%, and encapsulation efficiency of TPL or 
e6 were 98.27% ±0.88% and 93.80% ±1.44%, respectively. The 
ombination molar ratio of TPL and Ce6 was 1/2.7. SEM 

nd TEM images demonstrated a uniform size distribution 

nd spherical morphology ( Fig. 2 D and 2 E). We believe that
he supramolecular structure contributed to the stability of 
he TPL + Ce6/NPs. Subsequently, the size changes and zeta 
otential of TPL + Ce6/NPs were evaluated to assess stability 

n vitro during 7 d storage. As shown in Fig. 2 C, the size and
eta potential of TPL + Ce6/NPs remained relatively constant 
uring the entire storage period, suggesting that TPL + Ce6/NPs 
ad an excellent stability. Moreover, after one month of 
torage, the particle diameter remained between 156.0 nm and 

65.0 nm, and the zeta potential remained between −12.0 mV 

nd −15.0 mV. 
FTIR was conducted to assess the intermolecular 

nteraction between TPL, Ce6, and TPL + Ce6/NPs nanovehicle.
s shown in Fig. 2 I, the FTIR spectrum of TPL displayed 

haracteristic peaks at 1721 cm 

−1 and 3455 cm 

−1 , which 

orresponded to the carbonyl and hydroxyl groups in lactonic 
ing, respectively. Meanwhile, the FT-IR spectrum of Ce6 
isplayed characteristic peaks at 1711 cm 

−1 and 3293 cm 

−1 ,
hich represented the stretching vibrations of C 

–O and O 

–H,
espectively. These peaks disappeared in the FTIR spectrum 

f TPL + Ce6/NPs, suggesting that TPL and Ce6 were not 
hysically mixed but completely encapsulated in the NPs. 

In the FTIR spectrum of mPEG segment (Fig. S2 in 

upplementary materials), characteristic peaks were observed 

t 1108 cm 

−1 (C 

–O-C bending vibration), 1466 cm 

−1 (C 

–O-C 

ending vibration), and 2888 cm 

−1 (C 

–H stretching), indicating 
he presence of these components. In the FTIR spectrum of β- 
D, the apparent characteristic peaks at 1644 cm 

−1 and 3382 
m 

−1 were ascribed to the O 

–H bending and O 

–H stretching 
ibrations, respectively. In comparison with the spectrum 

f mPEG, the intensities of the peaks at 1466 cm 

−1 and 

888 cm 

−1 for TPL + Ce6/NPs were much lower because the 
arbonyl groups of the mPEG chains were included in β-CD 

avities. 

.3. In vitro release of TPL from TPL + Ce6/NPs 

n response to acidic conditions (pH 5.8) that mimic the 
cidosis of the tumor microenvironment, multiple peaks were 
etected (Fig. S3 in supplementary materials). In addition, TEM 

evealed the morphological changes in TPL + Ce6/NPs after 
2 h incubation in the acidic solution (pH 5.8). As displayed 

n Fig. S4, TPL + Ce6/NPs almost completely disintegrated, and 

ven fragment dispersion occurred. These results indicate 
hat TPL + Ce6/NPs enhance the degradation of PBAE due to 
rotonation of tertiary amine group residues, thereby leading 
o better drug release in the tumor microenvironment. 

The above results suggest that TPL could be released 

rom TPL + Ce6/NPs in a controlled way. Therefore, we further 
valuated the in vitro release of TPL in PBS (pH 7.4) 
upplemented with acidic solution (pH 5.8) from TPL + Ce6/NPs 
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Fig. 2 – Characterization of TPL + Ce6/NPs. Characterization of TPL + Ce6/NPs. (A) Particle size distribution by DLS 

determination. (B) Representative photos of indissoluble suspension of free TPL and Ce6 physical mixture, and aqueous 
suspension of TPL + Ce6/NPs. (a represents a high concentration and b represents a low concentration). (C) Storage stability 

at 4 °C for 7 d (D) TEM and (E) SEM images of TPL + Ce6/NPs. pH-responsive particle size changes (F), drug release profiles (G) 
and singlet oxygen production efficiency by SOSG probe determination (H) of TPL + Ce6/NPs in response to different pH 

values. (I) FTIR spectra of TPL + Ce6/NPs, mPEG-PBAE-mPEG polymer and the payload agents. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

using the dialysis method. As shown in Fig. 2 G, TPL in NPs
was released much slower than free TPL in the initial 20 h.
In particular, the release of the TPL from NPs at pH7.4 is
extremely slow, with only 38% within 20 h. In contrast, free TPL
was released rapidly, reaching about 89% of TPL release during
10 h. However, the TPL release was significantly accelerated in
the acidic solution, especially during the first 10 h, eventually
leading to the release of 70% of TPL from TPL + Ce6/NPs by 20 h.
Considering the lower pH levels in cancer cells (lower than 6.5),
we deduced that TPL + Ce6/NPs could achieve the controlled
release of TPL in tumor cells. 

3.4. Production of singlet oxygen 

The generation of 1 O 2 by the photosensitizer irradiated at
a suitable wavelength is one of the crucial mechanisms of
PDT for inhibiting tumor growth [45] . We assessed the PDT
efficiencies of TPL + Ce6/NPs after laser irradiation for different
time periods using SOSG, a highly selective indicator for 1 O 2 ,
which was used as a fluorescence probe [46] . As shown in
Fig. 2 H, no fluorescence was observed either in PBS as control
group or in blank NPs and free TPL. However, there was
obvious increase in fluorescence for TPL + Ce6/NPs or free Ce6
upon irradiation, indicating their comparable 1 O 2 production
capability. ROS generation induced by TPL + Ce6/NPs was
much stronger than that induced by free Ce6, implying
that TPL + Ce6/NPs could enhance the photostability
of Ce6. 

3.5. Cytotoxicity of TPL + Ce6/NPs against HepG2 cells 
and B16 cells 

As shown in Fig S5 and Table S1, the IC 50 values of TPL in
HepG2 and B16 cells were 14.86 and 79.32 nM, respectively.
The IC 50 values of Ce6 in HepG2 and B16 cells were 76.28
and 155.50 nM, respectively. It indicated that TPL exhibits
the stronger cell proliferation suppress effect than Ce6.
Therefore, when we optimized the preparation technology
of TPL + Ce6/NPs, we set the molar ratio of TPL /Ce6 as 1/3,
by means of regulating the feeding drug amounts. In fact,
the encapsulated ratio of TPL and Ce6 in NPs was about
1/2.7. Furthermore, As shown in Table S1 in supplementary
materials, when the combination ratio of TPL and Ce6 at 1/2.7,
the CI values of TPL + Ce6 on HepG2 and B16 cells were 0.94
and 0.57, respectively. The CI values were lower than 1, it
indicated that the combination ratio of TPL and Ce6 at 1/2.7
had a synergistic cytotoxic effect. According to these results,
the combination of TPL and Ce6 with molar ratio 1/2.7 was
selected for subsequent experiments. 

In order to investigate the synergistic therapeutic effects
of TPL + Ce6/NPs in vitro cytotoxicity of HepG2 cells, B16 cells
and H22 cells was determined with CCK-8 assay. As shown
in Fig. 3 B and 3 D, free Ce6 was almost nontoxic without
irradiation in HepG2 cells and B16 cells, and no significant
cytotoxicity was found in blank NPs with/without irradiation
after incubation for 48 h. Next, we measured the inhibitory
effects of free TPL, free Ce6, free TPL + Ce6, and TPL + Ce6/NPs
in different media (pH 5.8 and 7.4) against HepG2 cells and
B16 cells with 650 nm light irradiation (630 mW/cm 

2 , 3 min)
under equal amounts of TPL and Ce6 (20 nM TPL equivalent
and 54 nM Ce6 equivalent). As shown in Fig. 3 A and 3 C, at pH of
7.4, TPL + Ce6/NPs had lower cell proliferation ability compared
with free TPL, free Ce6, and free TPL + Ce6, indicating that
TPL + Ce6/NPs had much higher cytotoxicity. The superior
cytotoxicity of TPL + Ce6/NPs resulted from these following
advantages, including the higher cellular uptake mediated
by nanovehicles, the synergetic anticancer effect of TPL and
photodynamic therapeutic activity of Ce6 and the acid pH
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Fig. 3 – Synergistic cytotoxicity of TPL + Ce6/NPs in HepG2 
and B16 cells for 48 h treatment. Cytotoxicity of 
TPL + Ce6/NPs, containing 20 nM TPL and 54 nM Ce6 
equivalently, against HepG2 cells (A) and B16 cells (C) with 

laser irradiation after 48-h treatments. Comparison of 
cytotoxicity between different groups with laser or without 
laser irradiation in HepG2 cells (B) and B16 cells (D). Relative 
ROS generation of cells after various treatments by FCM 

analysis (E). The produced ROS amounts in different groups 
(F). ∗P < 0.05 indicates a statistically significant difference 
between groups. 
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esponsive drug boost in endo/lysosome ascribed to PBAE 
olymer blocks. Particularly, when TPL + Ce6/NPs were used 

o treat cells in the culture medium with the different pH 

alues, TPL + Ce6/NPs (pH 5.8) displayed the superior cell 
roliferation suppression effects on both HepG2 and B16 
ells, in comparison to that at pH 7.4, due to the potential 
ndo/lysosomes escape derived from proton sponge effect of 
BAE polymers. 

Furthermore, the higher cytotoxicity of TPL + Ce6/NPs 
gainst B16 cells at pH 5.8 than that at pH 7.4 could 

e observed in Fig. 3 C. Although there is non-significant 
ifference against HepG2 cells between at pH 5.8 and at pH 

.4, TPL + Ce6/NPs (pH 5.8) also exhibited the slightly lower cell 
iability, compared to that at pH 7.4 ( Fig. 3 A). TPL + Ce6/NPs at
H 7.4 exhibited the strong proliferation suppression effect,

n which about 25% of cell viability could be determined.
herefore, TPL + Ce6/NPs at pH 5.8 were difficult to exhibit 

he higher cytotoxicity than that at pH 7.4 with significant 
ifference. Moreover, the cytotoxicity profile of H22 cells was 
imilar to that of HepG2 cells and B16 cells. TPL + Ce6/NPs 
t pH 5.8 exhibited much lower cell viability than other 
ounterparts (Fig. S6 in supplementary materials). Therefore,
hese results indicate that the combined treatment with 

DT and chemotherapy of TPL + Ce6/NPs results in enhanced 

umor cell cytotoxicity, which is deem that the design of 
H-responsive capacity in TPL + Ce6/NPs could facilitate the 
nticancer effects. 

.6. Regulation of laser-triggered oxidation 

e evaluated the ROS production of TPL + Ce6/NPs via DCFH- 
A assays. ROS have been considered key factors in killing 

umor cells as they create irreversible injury [47] . As shown 

n Fig. 3 E and 3 F, triggered by laser irradiation, TPL + Ce6/NPs
n pH 5.8 media showed a remarkably higher fluorescence 
ntensity than free Ce6 and TPL + Ce6/NPs in pH 7.4 media. The
igh fluorescence intensity of TPL + Ce6/NPs may be attributed 

o effective internalization of NPs, thereby showing great ROS 
erformance under the PDT effect. 

.7. TPL + Ce6/NPs enhance cell apoptosis 

he decline in MMP is one of the early events of cell 
poptosis, and we used JC-1 as an FCM biomarker to assess 
he changes in MMP values [48 ,49] . As shown in Fig. 4 A and
 B, after treatment with free TPL, free Ce6, free TPL + Ce6,
nd TPL + Ce6/NPs at pH 7.4, the ratios of JC-1 green/red 

uorescence changed slightly. However, the TPL + Ce6/NPs at 
H 5.8 led to a remarkable decrease in the ratios of JC-1 
reen/red fluorescence. These results clearly show that the 
nticancer efficiency of the combination therapy is obviously 
nhanced in response to the acidic environment of the tumor.

TPL is involved in apoptosis of cancer cells. Thus, we 
urther examined the antitumor effect of TPL + Ce6/NPs on 

epG2 cell apoptosis as well as the underlying mechanisms.
nnexin V-FITC/PI apoptosis assays were conducted to 
ompare TPL alone, Ce6 alone, free TPL + Ce6, TPL + Ce6/NPs,
nd control groups with different media of pH 5.8 and 7.4 
y flow cytometry. As shown in Fig. 4 C and 4 D, HepG2
ells were incubated with equal amounts of 20 nM TPL and 

4 nM Ce6 for 48 h, and the apoptotic rates of TPL + Ce6/NPs
ere markedly higher than those of free TPL, free Ce6, and 

ree TPL + Ce6. In particular, the highest apoptotic rate was 
bserved for TPL + Ce6/NPs at pH 5.8. Surprisingly, compared 

ith TPL-based chemotherapy group, the TPL + Ce6/NPs 
ynergistic therapy group increased late-stage apoptosis 
wofold. 

.8. Cellular uptake of TPL + Ce6/NPs 

he intracellular distribution of TPL + Ce6/NPs in HepG2 
ells was assessed by CLSM. As displayed in Fig. 5 A and 

7-S9, Ce6 showed red fluorescence, and the fluorescence 
ntensity of TPL + Ce6/NPs was significantly higher than 

hat of free Ce6 and free TPL + Ce6, indicating that the 
ntracellular internalization ability of TPL + Ce6/NPs was 
nhanced. Moreover, the cellular uptake of TPL + Ce6/NPs 
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Fig. 4 – Mitochondrial membrane potential and cell apoptosis rate determination of HepG2 cells induced by TPL + Ce6/NPs. 
Mitochondrial membrane potential determination of HepG2 cells treated with TPL + Ce6/NPs (including equivalently 20 nM 

TPL and 54 nM Ce6) for 48 h, using JC-1 dye staining by FCM analysis (A, B). Cell apoptosis of HepG2 cells treated with 

TPL + Ce6/NPs (including equivalently 20 nM TPL and 54 nM Ce6) for 48 h, using Annexin V-FITC and PI double staining by 

FCM analysis. (C, D). ∗P < 0.05 indicates a statistically significant difference between groups. 

Fig. 5 – Cellular uptake in HepG2 and in vivo tumor accumulation of Ce6/NPs. (A) Representative cellular uptake images of 
HepG2 cells after incubation with TPL + Ce6/NPs for 4 h by CLSM observation. Hoechst 33,342 and phalloidin were employed 

to stain cell nucleus and cytoskeleton. The scale bar is 50 μm. (B, C) Quantitative intracellular fluorescence determination in 

HepG2 cells with treatment of free Ce6, free TPL and TPL + Ce6/NPs, respectively for 4 h by FCM. ∗P < 0.05 indicates 
TPL + Ce6/NPs versus free Ce6 group. (D) In vivo real-time imaging study of H22 tumor-bearing mice after intravenous 
injection of Ce6/NPs or free Ce6 at different time intervals. At 24 h post-injection, tumors were harvested and observed by ex 
vivo fluorescent imaging. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

during 8 h incubation was much higher than free Ce6 at each
time point. And the cellular uptake of TPL + Ce6/NPs exhibited
the time-dependent manner. The increased cellular uptake is
due to TPL + Ce6/NPs entering the cells through endocytosis
instead of passive diffusion. In addition, the quantitative
data of flow cytometric analysis ( Fig. 5 B and 5 C) agreed well
with the qualitative data. This suggests that TPL + Ce6/NPs
can act as a suitable carrier to intellective deliver drugs into
tumor cells, and exert the dual effects of chemotherapy and
photodynamic therapy. 
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Fig. 6 – In vivo anti-tumor effects of TPL + Ce6/NPs in H22-bearing tumor mice model. (A) Schematic illustration for the 
experimental regimen in H22 tumor-bearing mice. (B) Tumor growth curves of different groups in the whole experiment 
period. (C) Representative photographs of tumors excised from each treatment group on day 14. Ex vivo photographs of 
tumors are vertically aligned top-to-bottom according to the left-to-right whole-animal images. (D) Body weight changes of 
H22 tumor-bearing mice in the whole experiment period. (E) Weight of these harvested tumor tissues. ∗P < 0.05 indicates a 
statistically significant difference between groups. 

Fig. 7 – In vivo anti-tumor effects of TPL + Ce6/NPs in B16-bearing tumor mice model. (A) Representative photographs of 
tumors excised from each treatment group on day 14. (B) Body weight changes of B16 tumor-bearing mice in the whole 
experiment period. (C) Tumor growth curves of different groups in the whole experiment period. (D) Body weight changes of 
B16 tumor-bearing mice in the whole experiment period. ∗P < 0.05 indicates a statistically significant difference between 

groups. 
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Fig. 8 – Immunohistochemical staining and western blot analysis of tumor tissues derived from H22-bearing tumor mice. 
(A) H&E staining and immunohistochemistry staining of Ki-67, Bax, VEGF, and CD31. The scale bar is 50 μm. (B) The 
expression of mitochondrial apoptosis pathway-relative proteins (PARP, caspase 3, and caspase 9) evaluated by western 

blot. (C) Semiquantitative evaluation of the expression level of these proteins. ∗P < 0.05 indicates a statistically significant 
difference between groups. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.9. In vivo distribution of TPL + Ce6/NPs 

The performance of TPL + Ce6/NPs was further assessed in H22
tumor-bearing nude mice. The mice received free Ce6 and
TPL + Ce6/NPs. As shown in Fig. 5 D, a gradual accumulation
of TPL + Ce6/NPs at tumor sites was observed within the
first 3 h after treatment. Higher fluorescence intensity of
TPL + Ce6/NPs was observed compared with that of free
Ce6. At 24 h after the injection, a significant fluorescence
signal was still detected at the tumor site. Furthermore,
TPL + Ce6/NPs-treated mice displayed stronger fluorescence
intensity than those treated with free Ce6, especially at the
tumor tissue. Such evidence suggests that long circulation in
mice and accumulation of TPL and Ce6 in tumor sites can be
efficiently improved by TPL + Ce6/NPs to full play to PDT and
chemotherapy. 

3.10. In vivo chemo-photodynamic therapy with 

TPL + Ce6/NPs 

To verify that TPL + Ce6/NPs have a preferable antitumor effect,
we adopted H22 and B16 subcutaneous tumor-bearing mouse
models to achieve synergistic effects of TPL + Ce6/NPs for
effectively inhibiting tumor growth. As illustrated in Fig. 6 A,
from Day 0 to 14, the mice were exposed to saline, DOX, free
TPL, free Ce6 + TPL, TPL/NPs, or TPL + Ce6/NPs for seven times.
In H22 model, the tumor growth and body weight curves were
recorded every 2 d after treatment for a total of 14 d. As
shown in Fig. 6 B, all experimental groups exhibited a lower
tumor growth rate than the saline group. Very weak antitumor
efficacy was achieved using free TPL and free TPL + Ce6. In
the meantime, only moderate tumor inhibition was found in
the groups administered with DOX and TPL/NPs, but tumor
reduction was achieved compared with the saline group. The
strongest antitumor effect was observed for the group treated
with TPL + Ce6/NPs by laser irradiation. When the drug enters
the tumor cells, it is rapidly released from the nanoparticles
via the stimulation by low pH, thereby improving the effect of
inhibiting tumor growth. The size of the tumor after different
treatments is shown in Fig. 6 C. Furthermore, the tumor weight
( Fig. 6 E) showed a similar trend to the tumor volume in each
group. These findings indicate the synergistic efficacy of PDT
and chemotherapy. 

Meanwhile, the B16 tumor model was established to
further determine the antitumor efficacy by PDT and
chemotherapy in vivo . At present, the clinical application
of PDT involves intravenous injection of a photosensitizer.
Therefore, in the B16 tumor model, we used the free Ce6 group
to explore whether nanoparticles can increase the antitumor
effect compared with the free photosensitizer. The treatment
period was consistent with that of the H22 tumor model. As
shown in Fig. 7 A, remarkable difference was observed between
the groups. Compared with the saline group, the free Ce6
group, the free TPL, and the free TPL + Ce6 group exhibited
minimal antitumor effect. In contrast, the TPL + Ce6/NPs
group showed a remarkable antitumor effect and obviously
reduced the tumor volume ( Fig. 7 C). As shown in Fig. 7 D, the
tumor weight of TPL + Ce6/NPs-treated group was the lowest
among all groups, and this result was consistent with the
tumor volume. The body weight in each of the treatment
groups remained constant throughout the treatment period
( Fig. 7 B). 
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Fig. 9 – Immunohistochemical staining of tumor tissues 
derived from B16-bearing tumor mice. H&E staining and 

immunohistochemistry staining of Ki-67, Bax, BCL-2, and 

VEGF. The scale bar is 50 μm. 
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.11. Potential antitumor mechanisms 

o further confirm the antitumor effects at histological 
evel, we excised tumors and organs in the H22 tumor 

odel and the B16 tumor model, and prepared H&E and 

mmunohistochemical stainings. As shown in Fig. 8 A, in 

he H22 tumor model, severe apoptotic damage and even 

ecrocytosis were found in the tumors of the TPL + Ce6/NPs- 
reated group compared with both free TPL and free 
e6 + TPL treated groups, which was consistent with the 
bovementioned animal experiment results. These findings 
ere also evaluated by immunohistochemistry for Ki67 and 

ax; the number of Ki67-positive cells in TPL + Ce6/NPs-treated 

roup was much lower than that in the other groups, while 
ig. 10 – Histological analyses of main organs and blood biochem
istological analyses of main organs after various treatments of 
UN(D), and Cr(E) in blood after treatment. The scale bar is 50 μm
etween groups. 
he number of Bax-positive cells was higher than that in the 
ther groups. In our previous studies, we have confirmed the 
bility of TPL to suppress angiogenesis and thus inhibit tumor 
rowth [36 ,50] . Herein, the expression levels of CD31 and 

EGF were significantly reduced in the TPL + Ce6/NPs group 

ompared with the remaining groups, indicating the excellent 
ntiangiogenic ability of TPL + Ce6/NPs. The H&E images of 
umors and the levels of Ki67, Bax, and VEGF in the B16 tumor

odel were consistent with those in the H22 tumor model 
 Fig. 9 ). Moreover, compared with the other groups, the 
xpression of Bcl-2 in the B16 tumor model was significantly 
eclined in the TPL + Ce6/NPs group. 

Furthermore, to validate the regulatory effect of 
PL + Ce6/NPs combining PDT and chemotherapy on tumor 
rowth, WB analysis was also employed on the H22 model 
umor tissue to evaluate the levels of apoptosis pathway 
roteins such as PARP, caspase 3, and caspase 9. As displayed 

n Fig. 8 B and 8 C, TPL + Ce6/NPs remarkably elevated the
rotein levels of PARP, caspase 3, and caspase 9 compared 

ith control, free TPL, or free TPL + Ce6 groups. These results 
ndicated that TPL + Ce6/NPs markedly induced tumor cell 
poptosis and thereby inhibited tumor growth. 

Considering the severe toxicity of TPL, we should assess 
he toxic effect of TPL + Ce6/NPs, despite excellent antitumor 
ffects. Therefore, we performed H&E staining on the major 
rgans and analyzed blood biochemical indexes in both H22 
nd B16 models. As shown in Fig. 10 A and S10, the liver
istopathological lesions in the free TPL group were more 
evere than those in the saline group, manifesting as fat 
acuoles, infiltration by inflammatory cells, and necrosis; 
owever, the TPL + Ce6/NPs group had less severe lesions,
uggesting that liver injury is caused by administration of 
ree TPL. In addition, ALT and AST levels in blood were 
ignificantly higher in the free TPL group than in the saline 
ical indexes derived from H22-bearing tumor mice. (A) H&E 
the H22 tumor model. The content of ALT(B), AST(C), 
. ∗P < 0.05 indicates a statistically significant difference 
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group ( Fig. 10 B, 10 C, S11A and S11B). In contrast, there were
no significant changes in those biochemical indexes after the
administration of TPL + Ce6/NPs. No remarkable differences
in the concentrations of BUN and Cr were found among the
groups. The results were identical in the B16 model ( Fig. 10 D,
10 E, S11C and S11D) 

4. Conclusion 

In summary, we successfully developed pH-sensitive
supramolecular TPL + Ce6/NPs. The supramolecular structure
ensured efficient drug encapsulation and excellent stability,
which is more appropriate for future applications in
synergistic antitumor treatment. The obtained TPL + Ce6/NPs
displayed significant pH-responsiveness and performed the
controlled release of TPL in a mimicked-pH condition to exert
cytotoxicity. Simultaneously, the release of Ce6 produced
more singlet oxygen species to improve the antitumor effect.
Hence, laser-irradiated TPL + Ce6/NPs remarkably inhibited
tumor cell proliferation in HepG2 cells and B16 cells. The
combined application of PDT and chemotherapy achieved a
great inhibitory effect on tumor growth in H22 and B16 tumor
xenograft models with minimal side effects. Histological,
immunofluorescence, and immunohistochemical analyses
further illustrated that TPL + Ce6/NPs achieved synergistic
anticancer effects by inducing apoptosis. In conclusion,
supramolecular systems have the potential to provide dual
treatments for the synergistic combination of PDT and
chemotherapy for cancer treatment. 
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